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The correct answer is woman A born at 5:50 hrs., married on June  

14th 1972. 
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Above you see their different AH Charts.   

In the AH of A you see: 

 

 Mercury and Jupiter ( Ruler of the 1st and 7th natal House) conjunct in the 1st AH House 

 Mercury and Jupiter trine PoF conjunct Saturn, Ruler of the 10th of social status, close to 

the 10th House cusp 

 and Sun/Venus trine PoF and Saturn as well 
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In woman B ‘s Chart those Planets are in complete different Houses: Mercury/Jupiter in the 12th 

Saturn in the 8th , and Saturn doesn’t Rule the 10th  in her AH Chart. 

 

 

----- 

 

 

You all did great! 8 astrologers participated in the Test. 7 found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answer in order of receipt: 

 

o Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

             uses SA progressions 

 

The difference in twin horoscopes lies in the different axes (AC-DC / IC-MC). That has 

to be the key to the solution. In a marriage, the ruler of the 7th house is important in the 

progression. In sister 1, the solar arc shows the release of the rulers of the 7th house 

(Jupiter / Neptune = marriage). 

  

SolarArc (Placidus) 

• MC anticia Jupiter-Radix (traditional ruler 7) 

• Jupiter anticia MC-Radix 

• AC conjunction Neptune-Radix (ruler 7) 

• PF anticia AC-Radix 

 

 

o Erika Elert- Hein (Germany) 

             uses the AH Technique 

 

 Asc. in Taurus, Ruler Venus in Libra Opp. Vx  

 Ruler of the 9th House (House of ceremony) is Saturn, conj. MC  

 Mercury, Ruler of the 5thHhouse of love is in the first House 

 Ruler 7th House , Mars in 5th House and in trine to the Part of Fortune  

 the Moon sextiel  North node 

 the Sun, Ruler of the 4th  House (family) trine Saturn 

 

 

o Christy (USA) 

             uses Vedic Astrology, focusing on the D9 and the D60 charts.  

 

With twins that are born close together, usually at least one bhava cusp within the D60 

varga will be different between the two individuals. Since the twins were born 10 

minutes apart (a larger gap), they have many differences in the divisional charts, 
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including different ascendants and different bhava cusps in both the D9 navamsa (the 

divisional chart governing marriage) and the D60 chart.   

 

Woman B (born at 6:00 hours) was running Mercury-Mars-Rahu dasha.  

In her navamsa, Cancer is the Ascendant, and Moon is not one of the three dasha lords.   

In her D60 varga, Mars is placed in the 5th House and does not rule the 7th  cusp. Instead, 

the Sun rules the 7th  cusp. In the D60 chart, Mars rules the 4th  and 12th  bhava cusps for 

Woman B; neither of these cusps are linked to marriage. So, Woman B did not marry on 

the specified date.     

  

Woman A (born at 5:50 hours) was running Mercury-Mars-Mars dasha on the specified 

date.  

In Woman A's D9 chart, Mercury is the Ascendant sign and Mercury is placed in Aries 

(Mars' sign).  Looking at Woman A's D60 chart, Mars rules the 2nd  and 7th  bhava cusps 

and is placed in Mercury's sign. The 7th  cusp signifies the spouse.  What's even more 

amazing is that in Woman A's D60 chart, Mars is placed in Mercury's sign in the critical 

9th House, the House governing marriage.  So Woman A's D60 chart aligns perfectly 

with all three dasha lords, who have mutual agenda for marriage.    

 

 

 

o Pierre le Gal (France) 

             uses Vedic astrology – ayanamsa Chandra Hari 

 

 

The running period of the twin sisters is : Saturn, Jupiter 

1) Dasha and bhukti 

Saturn, the ruler of the dasha, governs also the 7th House and takes place in the 

Ascendant sign, in a nakshatra of Khetu. Kethu is in Libra, a sign of union. 

Jupiter, the Ruler of the sub-period, signifies the husband as well as the legal union. 

Jupiter is in a kendra from the Moon, placed in the 7th House 

2) The Ascendant and the D9 

a) Woman A : the Ascendant is in a nakshatra of Venus, Purva Phalguni,  and Venus is in 

a nakshatra of Saturn, the ruler of the 7th  and the dasha lord. Venus signifies love. 

In the D9, Venus is in the  1st House , opposite Saturn in the 7th House. The marriage will 

happen. 

b) Woman B : the Ascendant is in a nakshatra of the Sun, Uttara Phalguni, and the Sun is 

placed in its own naksahtra. Therefore the Sun is not directly linked to the 7th House nor 

to Venus. In the D9, the House I is empty. The opposition Venus-Saturn goes into the 6-

12 axis. The marriage will not happen. 
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o S.L Narasimhan (India) 

             Method: Khullar Cuspal Inter Links Using SSL 

 

Time of birth rectified to 05 45 19.  This Time satisfies all the conditions of a perfect 

Ascendant as laid down in the above-mentioned KCIL theory and 3rd Cusp SSL Moon 

who is in the star of Jupiter also connects birth star of younger Coborn.   

 

Dasa period running on event date was Mercury- Mercury – Ketu - Mercury - Jupiter.   

First condition for period of marriage as per KCIL is Dasa lord should be significator of 

5-7-11.  Bhukti lord should not only significator of 5-7-11 but it should appear as a planet 

in the 7th  cusp.  Here Mercury appears as SL of 7th  cusp and its Star and SL are 

simultaneous significator of 5-7-11.  Mercury SSL Venus appears in 11th  cusp as virtual 

SSL with Positional Status.  Similarly Ketu and Jupiter operates 5-7-11.  

 

Real transit:. Moon star on the day is Saturn which we'll connects 7th  SSL. Sun again 

transits on Mercury the dasa and bhukti lord.  Jupiter Transits on Jupiter sign (Prana 

lord) and Ketu Star (Antara lord). 

 

Virtual Transit: Progressed Ascendant on the event date is No which is strong 

significator of 7th .  Moon's progression confirms this.   
 

 

 

o Chiarastella Ghersani (Italy) 

             uses the AH Technique 

 

 Neptune in the 2nd House (the House of Venus) 

 in the Age Harmonic Chart Saturn in Aquarius trine Mercury and Jupiter  

 and trine Sun/Venus in Libra 

 

 

o Aurore Paquet (France) 

            uses the Solar Return (classic) 

 

Solar Revolution 1971:  

 

 For Twin A the ruler of the year is the Sun, the ASC profected in Leo where we find 

Venus which emphasizes sentimental matters, and in the 5th House of Solar Return. 

 the Sun opposite the Moon in natal and conjunct in Solar Return. 
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 Saturn Divider in the natal is trine Jupiter almuten of the 7th House, and progressed 

by 23 ° aspects the Moon in 7th House.  

 Saturn in the almuten Solar Return  of 7th House, trine Mars almuten of the 1st  and to 

Venus almuten of the 7th  

 

 

 

----- 

 

 

Well done! A new Test will be posted to the website round and about July 1st 

 

 

 

 


